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Last Friday, Defence Minister Brendon Nelson announced that Australia would acquire four long-
range, heavy-lift aircraft capable of moving soldiers and equipment to far flung battlefields.  Like 
the plan to buy large troop ships for the Navy, the acquisition is consistent with the government’s 
effort to project military power well beyond Australia’s shores. 
 
The obvious question is, to project power where?  Here, a recent government statement provides 
a clue.  Like most people, I missed it until a colleague pointed out a curious line in ‘Australia’s 
National Security’, published in November 2005 as an ‘Update’ to the 2000 Defence White Paper. 
It reads: ‘Australia’s vital interests are inextricably linked to the achievement of peace and 
security in the Middle East’. 
 
This remarkable statement effectively expands Australia’s area of primary strategic interest to the 
Middle East.  By contrast, the 2003 ‘Defence Update’ referred to the Middle East as a region in 
which ‘conflict could occur directly affecting Australia’s interests’; in the 2000 White Paper the 
Middle East barely even rated a mention.   
 
A re-assessment of Australia’s strategic relationship with the Middle East is long overdue, not just 
for obvious reasons like the Iraq war, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, terrorism, Iranian nuclear 
proliferation or even wheat sales – all issues that make the region important to Australia, but 
perhaps not ‘vital’.  What makes the Middle East truly ‘vital’ to Australia is where its conflicts 
intersect with key national interests in Asia. 
 
Middle Eastern oil, for example, increasingly fuels a Chinese economy whose health is central to 
Australian prosperity and regional security; on current trends the region will supply China with 
over half its oil by 2010 and almost three quarters by 2030.  Instability in the Middle East, 
therefore, threatens Chinese economic growth (and ours).  It could also undermine a hitherto 
harmonious Sino-US relationship should missteps or misunderstandings result from Beijing’s 
active energy diplomacy in the region – a diplomacy that is deepening its links to US foes, like 
Iran and Sudan. 
 
A web of ties between the Middle East and Islamic Asia is also growing.  The extent to which 
Middle Eastern ideas have radicalised Muslim communities in the region is often overstated.  But 
there is no doubt that Islamist and fundamentalist currents from countries in the region have had 
an impact in Southeast Asia, most notably in Indonesia.  The politics and conflicts of the Middle 
East often echo in our region.   
 
But if the elevation of the Middle East’s strategic importance in last November’s ‘Defence Update’ 
is thus welcome, it also raises many questions that neither the ‘Update’ nor the government have 
answered.   
 
If ‘peace and security’ in the Middle East are now ‘vital’ interests does this mean Australia will 
play a more active role in efforts to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict or the Iranian nuclear 
issue? Will it become even more engaged in efforts to stabilise Iraq?  And by what means will the 
government seek to influence strategic developments in the Middle East that are of concern to 
Australia? 
 



The latter question is crucial.  One suspects that even if the government has a greater 
appreciation for the Middle East’s strategic importance to Australia, the policy response will be 
that pursued by successive Australian governments since World War One.  That is, based on the 
assumption that Australia cannot shape events in the Middle East independently, the government 
will continue to act largely in concert with great and powerful friends.  What the November 
statement is probably preparing us for, therefore, are further military ventures in the region 
alongside the United States. 
 
There are a number of problems with this long-standing policy outlook; I’ll mention two you might 
not otherwise consider  Firstly, while Australia’s interests generally coincide with those of the US 
in the Middle East and working with the Americans is an effective way to achieve our strategic 
goals in the region, it is not the only way.  Australia’s considerable experience in the promotion of 
institutional reform in Asia would, for example, be an effective and welcome contribution to Mid-
East democratisation - partly because it would be seen by locals to lack the political baggage 
often associated with similar American efforts. 
 
Secondly, as Australia’s military involvement grows to levels commensurate with its burgeoning 
trade in the Middle East, a lacunae is becoming more evident in Australian ties with the region:  
namely, the irregular and largely superficial contacts between Australian and Middle Eastern 
political leaders.  The development of a framework for political and strategic dialogue would be a 
prudent way to deepen our understanding of regional developments, explain our enhanced 
military activism in the region and, if necessary, insulate our trade from any fallout from our 
military activities.   
 
Neither of these policy options means that Australia would have to place itself at odds with the US 
in the region – simply step outside its shadow a little more.  Indeed, both regional leaders and the 
US would probably appreciate an Australia more capable of making independent contributions to 
the collective understanding and resolution of regional problems.  
 
In short, what is required is deeper and more innovative thinking about Australia’s ties to the 
Middle East.  In this regard the government should commission a White Paper, drawing together 
Australia’s political, commercial and strategic interests in the region and setting out concrete 
policy steps for securing them.  This would go a long way toward answering the questions raised 
by last November’s ‘Defence Update’ – answers the government might itself be looking for.      
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